ROSARY SCHOOL
CENTRAL COURTYARD

LANDSCAPE MASTERPLAN

A vertical feature could also be placed on vertical surfaces including walls and planters.

Upgraded existing raised planters.

Raised waist concrete planters, potted
low growing shrubs (400-500mm)
Colour added to concrete pot potential for a range of colours.

Reflective surfaces around lighting areas to break up mass of concrete paving.

Adding reflectors to add colour and to provide shape.

Upgrade existing bubblers.

Upgrade existing ramp access.

Remove narrow section of concrete bed against wall.

Introduce a combination of raised planters and circular seats against wall.

Lined sand ball courts potential for different arrangements with additional structures, giant counters and etc.

New planting to existing planters.

Area of synthetic grass installed around seating areas to break up mass of concrete paving.

Applying reflectors to add colour and to provide shape.

Within planters with low growing evergreen shrubs.

Upgrade existing bubblers.

Lining existing path over existing concrete pavement.

Lined recessed court.

Front path trail.